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Software developer and author Karen Hazzah expands her original treatise on device drivers in
the second edition of Writing Windows VxDs and Device Drivers. The book and companion disk
include the author's library of wrapper functions that allow the progr

About the AuthorKaren Hazzah is a professional software developer. Her experience includes
developing device drivers for DOS, Windows, and OS/2, using both C and assembly language.
She has also published articles on this and other subjects in such journals as Windows
Developer's Journal and Windows Tech Journal.
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Doug Coulter clab@swva.net, “Good basic introduction on drivers for windows 95.. I sure wish
I'd had this book when I started out writing drivers, it would have saved me a ton of time and
grief. I too, wish there were more information on specific driver types, such as soundcards, but
that stuff is in the DDK anyway, once you know what to look for -- and this book will tell you that,
and a lot quicker and better than the DDK will. Any of the other required tools will tell you how to
install or load a VXD, so I don't consider that a big problem. I could wish that this book also
covered Windows NT, but was extemely glad for the plug and play coverage, which other
information sources obfuscate badly. Good information on windows innards, useful to an overall
understanding.”

JNB, “Only book of it's kind. I bought this book about 5 years ago for work to teach myself how to
write VxD's and it was invaluable. Windows Me is the last OS that book pertains to, but if you
need to learn how to write VxD's this is the book.”

William Barrett, “Practical Examples, Crisp & Organized Survey of VxDs. The book is well
organized, so one can navigate directly to a solution, or simply gain a clear survey of Windows
Drivers. Perhaps I'm prejudiced because I found exactly the Driver I needed in the samples - but
they are well chosen and supplement the book better than most - truly picturesque in the sense
that a picture is worth 100 words. I highly recommend this book for a beginning or intermediate
VxD developer.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 8 people have provided feedback.
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